
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I know that I have lived before, everybody knows it, but everybody
________________________ it.
1.

(present simple/not/realise)isn't able to realise

____________________________________________ off the minions of
Moyen until Maniel was ready?
2.

(the American flyers/would/hold/?)
Would the American flyers be able to hold

But if we watch it carefully we ___________________________ with some
assurance the drift in Paris.
3.

(shall/predict)
shall be able to predict

_________________________________ in the grave when thus robbed of
the symbol of the passion which had caused its blood to pulsate most fiercely
in its life?

4.

(his body/would/rest/?)

Would his body be able to rest

They ____________________________ at will, without expending their
gas, and they can deflect forty-five degrees from the course of the wind.
5.

(present simple/rise/and/fall)

are able to rise and fall

For protection you ______________________ right close under the cover.6.
(must/get)

must be able to get

I ______________________________ to you until now.7.
(present perfect/not/write)

have not been able to write

It is true that in the confusion of our flight I
____________________________ a thought to our friend, who was, unless I
am much mistaken, absent from her palace.

8.

(past perfect/not/give)
had not been able to give

Keeping slightly behind her, he ____________________ her without her
knowing it.
9.

(past simple/watch)
was able to watch

The lad of fourteen __________________________ his feeling; but it
seemed to him as though a higher power had forced him to breathe the same
air at least with those who made music.

10.

(past simple/not/express)

was not able to express

Then he had not sent any money, and she
____________________________ her hat!
11.

(would/not/have)would not be able to have
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Really, if I were a young man, I _____________________________ the
portrait of this beautiful creature so calmly.
12.

(should/not/draw)
should not be able to draw

If you _____________________ about this will be counted off of the days.13.
(present simple/not/be)

are not able to be

You ask for any communication I ______________________, which may
administer comfort to you.
14.

(may/make)
may be able to make

Do not ask why man does not comprehend that which he
______________________, for he is equally able to perceive that which he
does not comprehend.

15.

(present simple/perceive)
is able to perceive

Yet I thought that some chance reader __________________________
the story for me.
16.

(might/finish)
might be able to finish

He ________________________ the Abbé in an audible and intelligible
voice.
17.

(past simple/accompany)
was able to accompany

I had thought he might be of the greatest use, but he
______________________ us still.
18.

(may/help)may be able to help

And _______________________________________ them?19.
(why/they/past perfect/dispossess/?)

why had they been able to dispossess

She _________________________ him for luck.20. (would/touch)would be able to touch
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